INSIDE:

Singer is one of six faculty members of the Connecticut College community to be awarded by the prestigious Fulbright Scholarship this past year. Singer was awarded the prestigious Fulbright Scholarship for his research on the topic of self-defining memories. He has developed a new theory of "self-defining" memories, which he has called "defining," a term that he invented, and that they will be given a little freedom to engage both the pre-frontal cortex associated with reasoning and abstraction and parts of the limbic system associated with strong emotional reactions. According to CC News online, "Singer's work has been very relevant and important to a person's self-concept, which is critical to our understanding of the inner world of an individual. These memories can reflect important events or periods in an individual's life, which is why we are so interested in studying them." Singer stated: "It is possible that the act of defining memory is important to a person's self-concept, which is critical to our understanding of the inner world of an individual." Singer said, "It is possible that the act of defining memory is important to a person's self-concept, which is critical to our understanding of the inner world of an individual." Singer's work has been very relevant and important to a person's self-concept, which is critical to our understanding of the inner world of an individual. These memories can reflect important events or periods in an individual's life, which is why we are so interested in studying them�回.by the Fulbright Program in the past three years. Singer will study the mental health of students in the United Kingdom, and his research will be used to inform future studies. The Fulbright Program was launched in 1946 during a time of international conflict. It was approved by President Truman in 1946. Fulbright students have won the prestigious National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize, among many other honors. The Fulbright Program is the largest educational exchange program in the world, and it is available in 145 countries. Students who are awarded Fulbright Scholarships are chosen based on their academic achievements and potential for leadership. Each year, the Fulbright Program awards more than 1,000 scholarships to students from around the world. The program is funded by the U.S. Department of State, and it is administered by the Institute of International Education. The Fulbright Program has been in existence for more than 70 years, and it is one of the most prestigious scholarship programs in the world. The program has awarded more than 300,000 scholarships to students from more than 140 countries since its inception in 1946. The Fulbright Program is funded by the U.S. Department of State, and it is administered by the Institute of International Education. The program is open to students and scholars from around the world, and it is available in 145 countries. Students who are awarded Fulbright Scholarships are chosen based on their academic achievements and potential for leadership. Each year, the Fulbright Program awards more than 1,000 scholarships to students from around the world. The program is funded by the U.S. Department of State, and it is administered by the Institute of International Education. The Fulbright Program has been in existence for more than 70 years, and it is one of the most prestigious scholarship programs in the world. The program has awarded more than 300,000 scholarships to students from more than 140 countries since its inception in 1946.
Drinking is a responsibility

Less than two weeks into the current school year, four freshman students have already been hospitalized for alcohol poisoning, three last Thursday and one on Saturday. Many are college in a place where they can finally be free of the restrictions and boundaries placed on them for years living under their parents’ roof. However, just because someone else is no longer responsible for you at all does not mean that you are no longer responsible for yourself.

College is about having fun, but fun isn’t proportional to the quantities of alcohol and drugs consumed. Going crazy and trying to push limits, especially when those limits are unposed, can be extremely dangerous and can have extreme consequences. These are concepts all of us spent the better part of high school getting drilled into our heads. The difference between now and then is that there are no longer abstract concepts being preached to us by someone in a police uniform that we can laugh at. When our friends are being loaded into ambulances, the situation quickly ceases to be funny.

Additionally, it would be irresponsible to contribute to a good reputation for one’s class by avoiding behavior that is stigmatized for freshman. Getting drunk to the point that one’s behavior is completely out of control does not impress anybody, neither does having one’s stomach pumped.

Freshmen (as well as upperclassmen) should be aware that the school will not punish a student who seeks medical attention for alcohol-related situations or other students assisting them. This policy is not a strike for students who want to get drunk and not have to worry about consequences; it is a message that this institution trusts its student body to regulate itself. This is not a test to be taken lightly.

Connecticut College is different from many other schools. We do not have a Greek system or a reputation as a hard party school, so we do not make a lot of noise, but we are not college; we are not just a bunch of drunk and stoned kids going around.

Many see college as a place where they can finally be free of the restrictions and boundaries placed on them for years living under their parents’ roof. However, just because someone else is no longer responsible for you at all does not mean that you are no longer responsible for yourself.

College is about having fun, but fun isn’t proportional to the quantities of alcohol and drugs consumed. Going crazy and trying to push limits, especially when those limits are unposed, can be extremely dangerous and can have extreme consequences. These are concepts all of us spent the better part of high school getting drilled into our heads. The difference between now and then is that there are no longer abstract concepts being preached to us by someone in a police uniform that we can laugh at. When our friends are being loaded into ambulances, the situation quickly ceases to be funny.

Additionally, it would be irresponsible to contribute to a good reputation for one’s class by avoiding behavior that is stigmatized for freshman. Getting drunk to the point that one’s behavior is completely out of control does not impress anybody, neither does having one’s stomach pumped.

Freshmen (as well as upperclassmen) should be aware that the school will not punish a student who seeks medical attention for alcohol-related situations or other students assisting them. This policy is not a strike for students who want to get drunk and not have to worry about consequences; it is a message that this institution trusts its student body to regulate itself. This is not a test to be taken lightly.

Connecticut College is different from many other schools. We do not have a Greek system or a reputation as a hard party school, so we do not make a lot of noise, but we are not college; we are not just a bunch of drunk and stoned kids going around.
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Ruben and Park were absent.

Student Open Forum Minutes

OF the Wednesday preceding publication.

Vi. Committee Reports

Chairman: Richard Gropper

L. Rick Gropper noted that the location of emergency phones is under review.

m. Pete Lekai spoke to Maggie Centre, BB of JA, about cleaning the statue between JA and Harkness.

n. Eddie Slade presented a list of problems areas to Res. Life.

O. Richard Untermeyer addressed the issue of student elections.

P. Pete Lekai requested that the new environmental issues project committee will meet with Dean of Student Life, faculty, and area coordinators. The Assembly will need to be very involved in this process, possibly with some guidelines. People will be touched with you in the future.

Q. Alex Schoenfeld presented several posters for seniors to put in dorms, and will have some coming regarding student elections.

R. Bonnie Proehlitz added that it is not a good idea to put these posters up on glass.

S. Patty Ferris asked if House Council members will be present at this meeting.

T. Alex Shortall answered that this was allowed.

U. Rick Gropper announced that the college did not receive a Student Remembrance would take place with the participation of the student chapter. He added that a table in Cro would be set up on Monday and Tuesday of that week for sign-ups. Students should act on their own without
clearing the posters to sign up for this event. Rick reminded senators to share their boards with the following: assembly meeting, 9:50 A.M., Thursday, Open forum for students at large to attend; committee elections for students at large to take place on Tuesday, the day before, will occur in the next few weeks and a "Platonian Community Celebration" from 4:30 PM to 6:30 PM.

V. Joy Koppinger asked about a rate discount for the Wi.

VI. Committee Reports

Chairman: Richard Gropper

L. Rick Gropper noted that the location of emergency phones is under review.

m. Pete Lekai spoke to Maggie Centre, BB of JA, about cleaning the statue between JA and Harkness.

n. Maggie recommended getting in touch with Physical Plant about this issue.

O. New Action Items

a. Sarah Schoening noted the road down to River Ridge and Abbey House needs to be repaired.

b. Bonnie Proehlitz spoke to Joel Argarin regarding a coordinator’s request to put these posters up on glass.

ii. Emma Kagel noted that there is a visually

j. Alex Schoenfeld will be taking pictures of every-

II. Attendance

L. Burdick and Park were absent.

m. Eddie Slade announced that students would be

n. Eddie Slade announced that students would be

o. Eddie Slade announced that students would be

p. Pete Lekai requested that the new environmental issues project committee will meet with Dean of Student Life, faculty, and area coordinators. The Assembly will need to be very involved in this process, possibly with some guidelines. People will be touched with you in the future.

q. Alex Shortall answered that this was allowed.

r. Rick Gropper announced that the college did not receive a Student Remembrance would take place with the participation of the student chapter. He added that a table in Cro would be set up on Monday and Tuesday of that week for sign-ups. Students should act on their own without clearing the posters to sign up for this event. Rick reminded senators to share their boards with the following: assembly meeting, 9:50 A.M., Thursday, Open forum for students at large to attend; committee elections for students at large to take place on Tuesday, the day before, will occur in the next few weeks and a "Platonian Community Celebration" from 4:30 PM to 6:30 PM.

s. Joy Koppinger asked about a rate discount for the Wi.

t. Alex Schoenfeld will be taking pictures of every-

u. Pete Lekai requested that the new environmental issues project committee will meet with Dean of Student Life, faculty, and area coordinators. The Assembly will need to be very involved in this process, possibly with some guidelines. People will be touched with you in the future.

v. Alex Schoenfeld will be taking pictures of every-

w. Pete Lekai requested that the new environmental issues project committee will meet with Dean of Student Life, faculty, and area coordinators. The Assembly will need to be very involved in this process, possibly with some guidelines. People will be touched with you in the future.

x. Eddie Slade announced that students would be
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SAO Corner

After a productive Friday workday we Cornel College kicks back
thursday night to recuperate. For many students little else is accomplished and
is less remembered. While the campus is buzzing with activities and
hedonism, the 1941 room is abuzz with vibrant efficacy as the Student
Government Association teaches the tough t dance on campus, debuting and deciding and foreseeing the future of the community.
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My Love College

I love Connecticut College. I love everything about it.
Sure, some people may badmouth the food in
some variety of vehicles. The only new cars found in Armenia come from
the trucks I saw when I lived in China (which is still under
Communist rule). I believe this is because painting them on the
probably fall to the fiery bowels of hell.
During my visit (which was in occasioned by visiting my family who are
living and working in Armenia for the USG), I lived in Yerevan, Armenia's
federal disaster area, and ex-president Claire Gaudiani invested millions and
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To people say, "This place sucks! Tuition just got raised ANOTHER

And We're Back

continued from page 6
six of students, I'm going to commit the cardinal siu and say it: We are fortunate to

Sherry Fredrickson

You're the only one in Portland's, Matt "Presto" Preston... Haaahhoo-doo-
kommmnnnnn!!!

I love Connecticut College. I love everything about it.
Sure, some people may badmouth the food in

I'm going to commit the cardinal siu and say it: We are fortunate to

President Fredrickson's

Weep." I love everything about it.
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President Fredrickson's
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Ghanaian?

are

the most technically advanced republic
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happiness; the 1941 room is abuzz with vibrant efficacy asthe Student

The collapse in Armenia was quite sudden. Banks and factories simply closed as factory orders from other

g. 90% of all new cars are in Armenia from Russian companies. There

e. Many large factories are idle, in disrepair, and have not functioned

f. Armenia has Russia.

1. Israel is surrounded by their ene-

2. Second of all, the liberal arts education really helps you get an idea of
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e. Many large factories are idle, in disrepair, and have not functioned

f. Armenia has Russia.
Do you love grammar, (for instance, do you notice that “grammar” was spelled wrong there)?
call x2812 and do something about it
She Listens to Horrible Music So You Don’t Have To!

Hey kids! How was that long, long weekend? I imagine it was spent with a lot of your favorite CDs and by while you were not thinking of or the most recent episode of your favorite TV show.

This summer, I was visiting my friends in Portland, Maine. It was there I learned that not all bands are created equal. I attended several concerts and was struck by the diversity of music being performed. I noticed that many of the bands I saw had a unique sound and style that differentiated them from the mainstream. Here are some of my favorite bands I discovered this summer:

- **The Cars - Greatest Hits Elektra Records 1980**: Many of you may not be aware of this band, but if you’re a fan of classic rock, you need to check them out. The Cars were a band that combined elements of punk, new wave, and pop music. Their albums such as *Fame* and *Heartbeat* were groundbreaking and influential in the genre. Their sound was a perfect blend of catchy hooks and tight arrangements.

- **An Apathetic Werewolf - Ocean Avenue Capitol Records 2003**: An Apathetic Werewolf is a metal band that got its start in the early 90s. They were known for their powerful vocals and strong musicianship. Their album *Ocean Avenue* is considered a classic in the metal genre and features some of their best songs.

- **Do As Infinity - A Beautiful World Universal Records 2003**: Do As Infinity is a Japanese band that rose to fame in the late 90s. Their sound is a unique blend of pop, rock, and anime music. Their album *A Beautiful World* is a great introduction to their music and features some of their most popular songs.

- **The Gimme Gimmes - Take A Break Fat Wreck Chords 2003**: The Gimme Gimmes are a punk rock band that gained popularity in the early 00s. Their music is a mix of punk, ska, and pop, and they are known for their high-energy live shows.

These are just a few of the many great bands I discovered this summer. Each has its own unique sound and style, and I encourage you to explore their music further.
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- **President-Elect**: Emily Moore

- **Adjuncts**: Olivia Thicke
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Hey kids! How was that long, long weekend? I imagine it was spent with a lot of your favorite CDs and by while you were not thinking of or the most recent episode of your favorite TV show.

This summer, I was visiting my friends in Portland, Maine. It was there I learned that not all bands are created equal. I attended several concerts and was struck by the diversity of music being performed. I noticed that many of the bands I saw had a unique sound and style that differentiated them from the mainstream. Here are some of my favorite bands I discovered this summer:

- **The Cars - Greatest Hits Elektra Records 1980**: Many of you may not be aware of this band, but if you’re a fan of classic rock, you need to check them out. The Cars were a band that combined elements of punk, new wave, and pop music. Their albums such as *Fame* and *Heartbeat* were groundbreaking and influential in the genre. Their sound was a perfect blend of catchy hooks and tight arrangements.

- **An Apathetic Werewolf - Ocean Avenue Capitol Records 2003**: An Apathetic Werewolf is a metal band that got its start in the early 90s. They were known for their powerful vocals and strong musicianship. Their album *Ocean Avenue* is considered a classic in the metal genre and features some of their best songs.

- **Do As Infinity - A Beautiful World Universal Records 2003**: Do As Infinity is a Japanese band that rose to fame in the late 90s. Their sound is a unique blend of pop, rock, and anime music. Their album *A Beautiful World* is a great introduction to their music and features some of their most popular songs.

- **The Gimme Gimmes - Take A Break Fat Wreck Chords 2003**: The Gimme Gimmes are a punk rock band that gained popularity in the early 00s. Their music is a mix of punk, ska, and pop, and they are known for their high-energy live shows.

These are just a few of the many great bands I discovered this summer. Each has its own unique sound and style, and I encourage you to explore their music further.
And We're Back

By Presto's Perspective

I'm back. That's right, just when you thought it was safe to return to the collegiate world of sports, I'm back. And you thought you were going to have to suffer through another pointless column full of gibberish this fall. You thought I was through with me, and all was quiet in the journalism and the World of Sport... I'm back.

Just when you thought you were done with me, and all was quiet in the journalism and the World of Sport... I'm back. That's right, just when you thought I was through with the sports page... Just when you thought it was safe to return to the mentorship of readers like you, I'm back. And you thought you were done with me, and all was quiet in the journalism and the World of Sport.

In addition to their joke of a bullpen, Boston's two biggest problems are managing their young talent and the faltering of Manny Ramirez. With the retirements of Mike Timlin, Pedro Martinez and Kevin Millar, Boston will have to look to their young talent to fill the void and hope they can run things by the time they play at the ECAC at Vassar College. Though they finished second in last season's ECAC, they had their starting nine back, including all of their starting nine in the NESCAC.

An invasion of Boston fans showed up tonight at the ECAC at Vassar College, wearing red and white and chanting their names. Though the Yankees finished second in their division last season, the man, the myth, the legend we know as Matt "Presto" Preston has handed over the reins of the sports page to his successor Nick Iyengar, the brightest young star on the horizon. In addition to their joke of a bullpen, Boston's two biggest problems are managing their young talent and the faltering of Manny Ramirez. With the retirements of Mike Timlin, Pedro Martinez and Kevin Millar, Boston will have to look to their young talent to fill the void and hope they can run things by the time they play at the ECAC at Vassar College. Though they finished second in last season's ECAC, they had their starting nine back, including all of their starting nine in the NESCAC.

The man, the myth, the legend we know as Matt "Presto" Preston has handed over the reins of the sports page to his successor Nick Iyengar, the brightest young star on the horizon. In addition to their joke of a bullpen, Boston's two biggest problems are managing their young talent and the faltering of Manny Ramirez. With the retirements of Mike Timlin, Pedro Martinez and Kevin Millar, Boston will have to look to their young talent to fill the void and hope they can run things by the time they play at the ECAC at Vassar College. Though they finished second in last season's ECAC, they had their starting nine back, including all of their starting nine in the NESCAC.

Nick Iyengar

The Hot Corner

As many of you sports fans are no doubt realising by now, the current regime is not probably one of the most successful in recent years. This season the Boston Red Sox have been in the news almost more often than not, as a result of their poor performance. This is the kind of stuff that has turned Boston into New England's worst sports team.

Boston's bullpen has blown 10 of 48 save opportunities as of this writing. The Red Sox have had more losses than any other team in the American League East, with a record of 43-66. Boston has won only 19 games this season, which is the worst record in the American League. Boston has had a lot of injuries this season, including key players such as Curt Schilling and Nomar Garciaparra. Boston has also had a lot of bad luck, with injuries to key players such as Jonathan Papelbon and J.D. Drew.
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